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Text-message ‘nudges’ can encourage holdouts to get vaccinated
A UCLA-led team said their study findings held true across all demographics, including groups that
have been hesitant to receive the COVID-19 vaccines.

New mothers’ sleep loss linked to accelerated aging
L.A. County not fully supporting Latino residents, report says
http://public.bp.ucla.edu/vaw.asp?riid=28757&id=E14D577E56BB9C4A9C764C310268D0DB

Nanotech device can detect risk for serious complication during
pregnancy
New metric shows COVID cut average lifespan by nearly a decade in
parts of U.S.
Women voice frustration over care for recurrent UTIs
UCLA creates Academy for Excellence in Medical Education
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UCLA cook tackles Mount Everest (sort of)
It took Jesus Leon 43.5 straight hours to climb the equivalent of summiting the world’s highest
peak.

UCLA establishes endowed chair in honor of longtime faculty member
http://public.bp.ucla.edu/vaw.asp?riid=28757&id=E14D577E56BB9C4A9C764C310268D0DB

Dr. Marjorie Fine
Fall quarter plans and vaccine information
Information about health and safety, classes, work, expanded services and more.

UCLA IN THE NEWS
Mexico sues U.S. gun companies over violence | Associated Press
Collection captures four decades of hip-hop | New York Times
East L.A.’s bid for independence | Los Angeles Times
COVID culture war: Personal freedom vs. common good | USA Today
How to get the most out of your meditation app | Wired
Could L.A. impose proof-of-vaccine requirements? | KNX-AM
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